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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Despite historic reductions in violent crime since the 1990s, both criminologists and public health researchers recognize that the use and misuse of firearms remains a pervasive community safety concern. Each year, thousands of American lives are lost due to homicide, assault, self-inflicted and unintentional firearm injuries (Fowler et al., 2015). Fatal gun shootings are among the leading causes of death among youth (age 16–24), males, and racial-ethnic minoritized groups, illuminating tremendous health and socioeconomic consequences for families and communities (Buka et al., 2001; Sharkey, 2018; Zinzow et al., 2009). Black males ages 15 to 34 disproportionately suffer the brunt of this public health crisis, as they experience gun homicide deaths at rates exceeding 10 times that of white males (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention National Center for Injury Prevention and Control, 2022). Black males who survive a gunshot wound face a heightened risk for re-injury, criminal justice involvement, and poorer psychological well-being (Rich and Grey, 2005; Lee, 2012, 2013; O’Neill et al., 2021). Assailantive gun violence is said to reduce the life expectancy of Black Americans by more than three years (Kalesan et al., 2018).

These disparities are tied to complex social determinants of health, including concentrated disadvantage and structural inequities that increase the availability of and access to illegal guns (Semenza et al., 2021). In New York City, rising fatal and nonfatal shootings are disproportionately concentrated among high-risk, disaffected young men in distressed neighborhoods located in the Bronx and Brooklyn (Braga et al., 2021; Brunson and Wade, 2019; Swaner et al., 2021). Stringent statewide gun laws have not decreased the flow of illegal guns into these neighborhoods, and recovered guns often originate in states with weaker gun controls (Braga et al., 2021; Webster and Wintemute, 2015). These circumvention methods increase the likelihood that guns are acquired and misused by high-risk individuals, including convicted felons, juveniles, and other prohibited persons (Ciomek et al., 2020).

Although we have increasing knowledge about the workings of underground gun markets (Cook et al., 2007; Hureau and Braga, 2018; Crifasi et al., 2020), and why some urban youth choose to carry guns (Oliphant et al., 2019; Barragan et al., 2016), we know less about how this context shapes how high-risk individuals learn to use guns and make decisions about where and how to store them in urban neighborhoods. This knowledge gap is significant, particularly given the lethality of guns in comparison to other weapons and potential victimization risks among intended and unintended victims. Thus, managing unsafe gun handling...
practices could conceivably reduce the number of people injured or killed by guns in urban neighborhoods (Crifasi et al., 2020; Cook and Pollack, 2017).

We conducted in-depth, face-to-face interviews with high-risk (and prohibited) Black male residents of Brooklyn and the Bronx (n = 51). These men were victims of gun violence and had at least one other shooting victim in their peer or familial networks. We examine how distressed neighborhood conditions shape norms around illegal gun carrying, and how individuals’ behaviors and attitudes toward guns influence their handling and storage practices. Insight into their decision-making processes has important implications for harm reduction and safety strategies among persons within high-risk networks.

1.2. Previous research

1.2.1. Firearm risk convergence among illegal gun carriers

Although a sizeable body of literature has focused on motivations for legal gun ownership (Hamilton et al., 2018; Hemenway, 2011), less emphasis has been placed on understanding the motivations for illegal gun ownership among high-risk and prohibited persons in marginalized neighborhoods (Sierra-Arcvalo, 2016; Sokol et al., 2021; Shelley and Wright, 1993). Approximately a third of all United States households have guns, and Americans generally acquire guns for similar reasons: protection, self-defense, and safety (Cook and Goss, 2020; Azrael et al., 2018). Studies consistently find a significant relationship between gun ownership and safety-related factors—including fear of crime, perceived victimization risk, and community crime rates (Kleck et al., 2011; Hauser and Kleck, 2013). The aforementioned data, however, can obfuscate how the need for protection is heightened among residents of economically disadvantaged, urban neighborhoods, where the likelihood of violent victimization is higher (Rowan et al., 2019; Carter et al., 2013; Quimby et al., 2018; Spano et al., 2012; Dong et al., 2020). Individuals who are most vulnerable to violence are often prohibited by federal law from owning a firearm, particularly convicted felons and those with certain criminal histories (Cook et al., 2007). Felony status does not lessen the need for protection, but it does shift gun acquisition into underground markets that then supply gang and drug networks in U.S. cities (Cook et al., 2015; Hureau and Braga, 2018). Illegal gun ownership increases the likelihood that individuals will engage in risky firearm behaviors, such as criminal activity, carriage in risky situations (e.g., while under the influence of drugs or alcohol), reckless discharge (e.g., while in public areas), and firearm aggression (e.g., waving weapons; Carter et al., 2015; Carter et al., 2020; Vacha and McLaughlin, 2004; Ruddell and Mays, 2004).

Gun carrying and victimization co-exist in a “synergistic association” where those who carry guns for self-protection in violent community contexts are also inadvertently increasing their own risk for serious or fatal injury (Sokol et al., 2022; Branas et al., 2009; Carter et al., 2020; Oliphant et al., 2019; Loughran et al., 2016; Watts, 2019). Hureau and Wilson (2021) found direct and vicarious gun victimization to be highest among adjudicated youth, regardless of future or past gun-carrying behavior. Gunshot victimization is highly spatially concentrated and typically occurs among small and identifiable co-offending networks (Papachristos and Wildeman, 2014; Papachristos et al., 2013). Survivors of gun violence are twenty times more likely to experience a subsequent injury and three times more likely to be arrested on a violence or weapons-related charge (O’Neill et al., 2021; Richardson et al., 2020). Thus, while gun carrying may lower an individual’s perception of victimization risk, carrying actually increases risk of victimization and justice system contact (Rowhani-Rahbar et al., 2015; Loughran et al., 2016; Spano and Bolland, 2017).

Distressed and violent milieus also decrease the likelihood that high-risk individuals will view police as invested in crime control and public safety efforts (Brunson, 2007; Kirk and Papachristos, 2011; Barragan et al., 2016). Over- and under-policing critically reduces officers’ legitimacy in the eyes of those embedded in high-risk networks (Brunson and Wade, 2019; Payne et al., 2017). Negative perceptions of the law and lower levels of police legitimacy also influence gun offending (Papachristos et al., 2012). Sokol et al. (2022) found that the positive association between community violence and firearm carriage increased along with citizens’ negative perceptions of police bias. High-risk individuals who feel unsafe in their communities and distrust police often seek to mitigate this insecurity through extralegal, self-help behaviors such as firearm carriage and retaliatory violence (Gau and Brunson, 2015; Crifasi et al., 2020).

1.2.2. Firearm safety and storage practices

How individuals store their firearms matters for reducing risk of injury (Carter et al., 2022; Miller et al., 2005), particularly among families with adolescents (Johnson et al., 2006; Monuteaux et al., 2019; Azrael et al., 2018). Safe gun storage refers to practices that limit accessibility to guns by unauthorized users and have the potential to serve as a meaningful intervention to reduce gun-related injury (Crifasi et al., 2018). The American Academy of Pediatrics and the American Medical Association recommend storing firearms unloaded and secured to minimize the chance of injury (American Academy of Pediatrics, 2000). The four dominant household firearm storage practices include locking guns (i.e., keeping guns locked in a gun safe or cabinet, or using safety devices such as trigger or cable locks); locking ammunition (i.e., storing ammunition in a secure location); keeping guns unloaded; and keeping both guns and ammunition in a separate location (Grossman et al., 2005). Studies among children and adults have consistently shown a lower risk of self-inflicted and unintentional firearm injuries and deaths in households that practice safe storage compared to those in which guns are stored un-locked and/or loaded (Rowhani-Rahbar et al., 2016).

Still, most Americans engage in some form of unsafe firearm storage practices or risky firearm behaviors, regardless of legal or illegal gun ownership status (Azrael et al., 2018; Miller et al., 2005). Previous research suggests that more than half of households store guns unlocked, loaded, or both (Prickett et al., 2019; Crifasi et al., 2018), oftentimes irrespective of whether youth are present in the home (Monuteaux et al., 2019; King et al., 2020; Aitken et al., 2020). Gun owners who believe that guns make them safer are more likely to store firearms loaded and unlocked (Mauri et al., 2019). Unsafe stored firearms increase the risk of unintentional firearm deaths, which are most common in Black communities. Black males (ages 20 to 34) and Black females (ages 0 to 19) are at the highest risk of dying from an unintentional shooting relative to other groups (CDC WONDER Database, 2019). Data indicate that across all ages, almost half of unintentional gun deaths occur as a result of someone playing with a gun (28.3%) or believing that a gun was unloaded (17.2%) (Solnick and Hemenway, 2019).

Less is known about whether increased preventive efforts in firearm training and recreational gun use can reduce risky firearm behaviors, particularly in marginalized neighborhoods or among high-risk populations. Part of this knowledge gap is due to the racialization of gun culture, where gun use is perceived differently based on the race of its possessor (Carlson, 2020). The face of recreational gun culture is often socially privileged (i.e., white, heterosexual, and middle class) male gun owners, particularly at gun shows, sporting events, and shooting ranges (Yamane, 2017). White youth are often socialized into gun culture by attending and working in these spaces (Lanterman and Blithe, 2018; Shapira and Simon, 2018). There is also a resurgent movement toward gun rights advocacy in urban Black communities (e.g., the National African American Gun Association and Black Gun Collective), and these organizations aim to provide education on Second Amendment rights, safe and legal firearms knowledge, and conflict resolution (Blocher and Siegel, 2022). While these organizations seek to provide training to reduce risky firearm behavior, Black men, even when lawfully armed, are still often presumed dangerous and risk criminalization (Carlson, 2018).

Firearm training is not associated with safe storage practices in the general public (Crifasi et al., 2018), and gun safety programs typically...
do not improve unsupervised firearm handling among children (Holly et al., 2019). Some studies with smaller samples find that firearm safety counseling and gun lock distribution programs can potentially improve firearm storage practices among families (Rowhani-Rahbar et al., 2016; Coyne-Beasley et al., 2001). Healthcare providers can also potentially influence safer firearm behaviors and substantially lower the risk of firearm-related injury, though results are mixed (Haser et al., 2020). For example, Barkin et al. (2008) found that for every five gun-owning parents whose child’s pediatrician gave them lethal means safety counseling and free cable locks, two parents reported using the devices six months later. The purpose of this study was to examine 51 high-risk, Black male residents of Brooklyn and the Bronx unsafe gun handling and storage practices. We offer policy prescriptions for harm reduction and safety strategies.

2. Methods

2.1. Study setting

Despite New York City’s acclaimed reduction in firearm violence from its peak in the early 1990s and status as one of the safest big cities in America, gun violence remains a persistent public health concern within the city’s most disadvantaged neighborhoods (Kim, 2022). As Table 1 shows, our study participants resided in areas characterized by intense racial segregation, high unemployment, disproportionate poverty rates, female-headed households, and elevated levels of violent crime. Scholars have consistently associated these ecological contexts with fatal and non-fatal firearm violence (Braga and Brunson, 2015; Friedson and Sharkey, 2015).

2.2. Study design

Data for this study are derived from a broader project examining 108 high-risk individuals’ perceptions of and experiences with underground gun markets in Brooklyn and the Bronx. Herein, however, we limit our analysis to 51 Black men between 18 and 34 years old (with a mean age of 23.1). Our sampling strategy was purposive and informed by prior research revealing that Black male residents of disadvantaged urban neighborhoods between 18 and 34 years old are at greatest risk of firearm-related injuries in the United States (Boeck et al., 2020; Resnick et al., 2017; Richardson et al., 2020; Riddell et al., 2018). Furthermore, firearm-related injury risk among this population is concentrated within high-risk social networks (Papachristos et al., 2012; Sierra-Arevalo and Papachristos, 2017; Tracy et al., 2016) and individuals with repeat exposure to gun violence (i.e., recurrent trauma) (Rich, 2009; Rich and Grey, 2005; Richardson et al., 2016). As such, only individuals who reported having been victims of gun violence (i.e., shot or shot at) and knew at least one other shooting victim were included in the analysis. Our study design and analytical approach broadens gun violence research by including the voices of individuals who are likely underrepresented among hospital and law enforcement data. Understanding this high-risk population’s perceptions of and experiences with firearm safety practices is vital to informing scholarship on preventing firearm-related injuries, especially in disadvantaged urban communities.

2.3. Participant recruitment & sample characteristics

From May to December 2017, we recruited study participants for face-to-face interviews in the hope of centering their lived experiences regarding illicit firearm markets and gun violence. Our research team was assisted by the New York City Mayor’s Office of Criminal Justice (OCDJ) and four Cure Violence sites operating across study areas. Given the sensitive nature of our research focus and the inherent difficulties accessing the appropriate study population (Sandberg and Copes, 2013), for about a year prior to data collection, we went to great lengths to establish a presence in the study neighborhoods (often participating in a wide range of local events, including anti-violence rallies) in the hope of building trust with key gatekeepers (e.g., Cure Violence staff, clergy, liaisons from grassroots organizations) and potential study participants. We operated under the belief that if we were able to enhance gatekeepers’ trust of research team members, that trust might also extend to recruited respondents, resulting in more candor during interviews. Ultimately, we obtained a sample of hard-to-reach individuals eliciting rich qualitative data detailing their risky firearm behaviors. Participation in the study was voluntary, and interviews were conducted in donated meeting rooms that afforded privacy. Twenty-seven respondents were drawn from Brooklyn and twenty-four from the Bronx. Respondents were promised confidentiality and compensated $50 (in the form of a retail gift card).

As Table 2 indicates, all respondents were victims of gun violence. Specifically, 23.5% (N = 12) of respondents reported being shot and wounded, while 76.5% (N = 39) reported being shot at but did not suffer a gunshot injury. In addition to their direct experiences with gun violence, all respondents reported having at least one friend or family member who had been a victim of gun violence, with an average of 13.5 known victims. Nearly 80% of our sample (n = 41) disclosed possessing at least one firearm within the past five years, with an average of 2.4 firearms. About 75% (N = 38) of respondents reported publicly carrying a firearm. Moreover, nearly all respondents (N = 49; 96.1%) said that they had never received formal firearm safety training.

2.4. Data collection

The interview team consisted of one male and two female Ph.D. students. The male was raised in and lived in one of the study neighborhoods between 18 and 34 years old. He had a common racial identity, lived in the same neighborhoods, and had a shared lived experience with many of the study respondents. Interviewers were assisted by the New York City Mayor’s Office of Criminal Justice (MOCJ) and four Cure Violence sites operating across study areas. We operated under the belief that if we were able to enhance gatekeepers’ trust of research team members, that trust might also extend to recruited respondents, resulting in more candor during interviews. Ultimately, we obtained a sample of hard-to-reach individuals eliciting rich qualitative data detailing their risky firearm behaviors. Participation in the study was voluntary, and interviews were conducted in donated meeting rooms that afforded privacy. Twenty-seven respondents were drawn from Brooklyn and twenty-four from the Bronx. Respondents were promised confidentiality and compensated $50 (in the form of a retail gift card).

As Table 2 indicates, all respondents were victims of gun violence. Specifically, 23.5% (N = 12) of respondents reported being shot and wounded, while 76.5% (N = 39) reported being shot at but did not suffer a gunshot injury. In addition to their direct experiences with gun violence, all respondents reported having at least one friend or family member who had been a victim of gun violence, with an average of 13.5 known victims. Nearly 80% of our sample (n = 41) disclosed possessing at least one firearm within the past five years, with an average of 2.4 firearms. About 75% (N = 38) of respondents reported publicly carrying a firearm. Moreover, nearly all respondents (N = 49; 96.1%) said that they had never received formal firearm safety training.

The interview team consisted of one male and two female Ph.D. students. The male was raised in and lived in one of the study neighborhoods between 18 and 34 years old. He had a common racial identity, lived in the same neighborhoods, and had a shared lived experience with many of the study respondents. Interviewers were assisted by the New York City Mayor’s Office of Criminal Justice (MOCJ) and four Cure Violence sites operating across study areas. We operated under the belief that if we were able to enhance gatekeepers’ trust of research team members, that trust might also extend to recruited respondents, resulting in more candor during interviews. Ultimately, we obtained a sample of hard-to-reach individuals eliciting rich qualitative data detailing their risky firearm behaviors. Participation in the study was voluntary, and interviews were conducted in donated meeting rooms that afforded privacy. Twenty-seven respondents were drawn from Brooklyn and twenty-four from the Bronx. Respondents were promised confidentiality and compensated $50 (in the form of a retail gift card).

3. Results

3.1. Sample characteristics

As Table 2 indicates, all respondents were victims of gun violence. Specifically, 23.5% (N = 12) of respondents reported being shot and wounded, while 76.5% (N = 39) reported being shot at but did not suffer a gunshot injury. In addition to their direct experiences with gun violence, all respondents reported having at least one friend or family member who had been a victim of gun violence, with an average of 13.5 known victims. Nearly 80% of our sample (n = 41) disclosed possessing at least one firearm within the past five years, with an average of 2.4 firearms. About 75% (N = 38) of respondents reported publicly carrying a firearm. Moreover, nearly all respondents (N = 49; 96.1%) said that they had never received formal firearm safety training.

4. Cure Violence offices are primarily staffed by ex-gang members and formerly incarcerated persons, who provide social services to individuals at elevated risk of becoming shooting victims and/or perpetrators. We were also assisted by several grassroots organizations and community liaisons—including clergy affiliated with nearby faith-based institutions.

5. There are well-documented challenges associated with recruiting study participants from difficult-to-access populations (e.g., see Abrams, 2010; Jacques and Wright, 2008; Sandberg and Copes, 2013; Shagughi et al., 2011). One crucial means of overcoming these difficulties is relying on recruitment partners capable of identifying and recruiting potential respondents (Jacques and Wright, 2008; Sandberg and Copes, 2013). Furthermore, some qualitative scholars have asserted that successfully recruiting participants from difficult-to-access populations involves regularly engaging in social interactions between researchers, recruiters, and potential interviewees (Jacques and Wright, 2008; Sandberg and Copes, 2013).

6. Rapport building activities included canvassing study neighborhoods alongside outreach workers and violence interrupters, organizing writing and career development workshops for high-risk youth and adults, and attending local anti-violence rallies following fatal and nonfatal shootings. Interviewers also attended health and wellness expos, neighborhood block parties, field trips for youth enrolled in a summer employment program, and food drives for nearby shelters.

---

1 New York Police Department precincts encapsulate several neighborhoods and demographic data at the precinct level is not publicly available. The provided neighborhood descriptive statistics are based on the American Community Survey 5-year estimates (2015–2019) and were retrieved from the New York City Population FactFinder.

2 Due to ongoing NYPD enforcement activities in other high gun violence precincts, study participant recruitment was restricted to neighborhoods in the 42nd precinct in the Bronx (Morrisiana), and the 67th (East Flatbush), 77th (Crown Heights), and 79th (Bedford-Stuyvesant) precincts in Brooklyn.

3 Our selection criteria might have resulted in the exclusion of individuals who because of their lifestyles, were at considerable risk for later becoming victims of gun violence.
neighborhoods at the time of data collection. Interviewers were in their late twenties or early thirties. Two were Black and the remaining interviewer was of Indian descent. Consistent with Rutgers University Institutional Review Board (IRB) requirements, all interviewers successfully completed the Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI) program for research with human subjects. Before attempting to recruit study participants, the research team shared drafts of the interview guide with MOCJ and Cure Violence staff to obtain feedback. The research team conducted pilot interviews with Cure Violence workers who agreed to pre-screen questions and provide feedback regarding how specific questions might resonate with their clients’/mentees. Furthermore, pre-testing helped us estimate the amount of time required to complete the interview and identify confusing questions as well as those participants may have considered insensitive, offensive, or overly intrusive.³

### 2.5. Data analysis

We analyzed the data using Saldaña’s (2015) two-cycle coding process. Specifically, each researcher read interview transcripts in their entirety before coding and analyzing the data by hand (extensively recording notes in the margins) to identify common themes (i.e., open coding). Researchers met regularly throughout this phase of the coding process to compare codes and reach agreement on the initial subthemes. In a few instances, however, tiebreakers were used to resolve initial disagreements regarding non-substantive coding issues such as the meanings of local colloquialisms. Lastly, once the team agreed on the most salient themes, we reexamined the interview transcripts to confirm their appropriateness.

Consistent with grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Saldaña, 2015), our analytic method allowed major themes and subthemes to emerge from the data. For example, the “informal firearm training methods” theme arose from consistent patterned responses to the following interview questions:

- Do you have any experience with firearms?
- Any training or practice operating guns?
- How did you learn how to handle a firearm?
- Who, if anyone, taught you how to handle a firearm?

Respondents were classified as having engaged in informal firearm training methods if they reported learning how to use a firearm through (a) consuming firearm-related visual media, (b) engaging in hands-on training with friends and family members, or (c) teaching themselves how to use a firearm. Finally, we took great care to ensure that quoted material typified the most common themes and subthemes in respondents’ accounts. Given their overrepresentation in firearm-related injuries in the United States, our analysis of high-risk Black men who have experienced gun violence is crucial for informing efforts to prevent

---

³ The interview guide was modified from Cook et al.’s (2005, 2007) instrument used to examine underground gun markets in Chicago.
firearm-related injuries and deaths, especially in disadvantaged, urban settings.

3. Results

Four recurring and often overlapping themes emerged from our analysis: (1) pervasive risk of gun violence, (2) informal firearm training methods, (3) unsafe firearm storage practices, and (4) firearm sharing behaviors. Our parent themes represent respondents’ most common statements. For instance, an overwhelming majority of study participants reported learning to use guns through informal training methods with peers and family. Respondents’ detailed accounts regarding how they stored and hid guns involved methods that most public health professionals would deem unsafe given the potential risk of discovery or accidental discharge. We highlight the aforementioned themes below and in Tables 3 through 6.

3.1. Bullets have no names: pervasive risk of gun violence

Nearly all respondents (N = 45/88%) asserted that gun violence was a persistent concern in their neighborhoods, describing the phenomenon as pervasive, spontaneous, or “random” (see Table 3). Although respondents were embedded in high-risk networks, they argued that the reach of gun victimization extended beyond those directly involved in crime. Several study participants described the frequency by which innocent bystanders, often women and adolescents, were unintentionally struck by stray bullets during shootings in public spaces (see Table 3). For example, Keegan recounted how his mother fell victim to a stray bullet while attending a football game with family members:

...it was a stray bullet, the dude came out the building, just shooting... shooting, shooting, shooting. Mind you, my mom... it was a stray bullet, the dude came out the building, just shooting... Mind you, my mom... 

Keith recalled a mass shooting, striking four people, at a local basketball tournament that he organized:

I threw a tournament in the park on [Boston] Ave...the tournament was going great...[then] it got shot up. A little teenage boy [fired the shots]... around halftime, I remember it like it was now...One dude got killed, a [corrections officer] got shot in her belly button...like four people got shot.

Recall, while 23.5% (N = 12) of our sample reported having been previously shot, several insisted being injured while “minding their own business.” For instance, Torrey lamented that “innocent people [get] shot,” and described how he “caught” a bullet while attending a
neighboring barbecue stemming from a conflict that “had nothing to do with him:”

[A couple of guys] was arguing at a party and I saw…two [of them] leave, but you could tell they wasn’t going far. And I still stayed and watched these other four dudes fight. And then when I looked, I saw the two [that previously left] and…[they] just started shooting. And when I ran, I got shot… That shit ain’t have nothing to do with me. Nothing to do with me.

Our respondents attributed sporadic neighborhood gun violence to generational changes in street norms (see Table 3). For instance, Paul asserted that the “streets is cold now.” He explained:

you see how the streets is now. Like, the streets is cold now…[People] dying left and right, [dudes] just don’t care no more, [they] don’t care about us…[Nowadays] anybody could die. [They’ll] kill a female, a little kid, they’ll kill anybody, so it’s like we have to [carry guns]…we have no choice, it’s like for your own protection. Like you go out somewhere, you go to a party, like you gotta have [a gun] on you, because you don’t know who’s gonna be there…Anybody could shoot at us.

Although interpersonal gun violence in New York City is relatively “rare,” it remains intensely concentrated among a fraction of individuals embedded in high-risk networks. Consistent with extant literature on urban gun carrying, respondents used their perception of unrestrained shootings to justify arming themselves (Fagan and Wilkinson, 1998; Hureau and Braga, 2019). Specifically, while study participants expressed concern about widespread violence, they reported carrying to mitigate their own victimization risk, thereby increasing feelings of protection within violent milieus. Still, acquiring and carrying guns exposed respondents, neighbors, friends, and family members to substantial injury. Next, we investigate respondents’ accounts regarding how they learned to use guns.

3.2. It don’t take a rocket scientist

Despite claiming varying experience with handling firearms, most respondents (N = 49/96.1%) acknowledged never receiving professional or formal firearm safety and handling instruction (see Table 4). Most (N = 49/96.1%) indicated they “figured out” how to handle firearms through sporadically engaging in informal, hands-on training—either on their own (N = 8/15.7%) or with friends and family members (N = 41/80.4%). In addition, nearly a quarter of participants (N = 12/23.5%) asserted that consuming firearm-related visual media (i.e., television, films, video games, and online videos) was sufficient for “learning” how to handle and use guns.

Informal, hands-on training typically involved shooting at improvised targets (e.g., bottles, cans, or bean bags), discharging guns into the air while in semi-secluded spaces (e.g., rooftops, parks, backyards, or stairwells), and even “playing with” guns by cocking and dismantling them. When asked how he first learned to handle guns, Jordan responded:

It don’t take a rocket scientist… I figured it out on my own…Nobody physically taught me.

Peter echoed this sentiment, explaining:

I learned it on my own… playing with regular toy guns… as a young kid, I took them apart… and tried to put [them] back together, and from there… I just caught on, that’s when I started to learn.

And Nate said that he first began “playing with guns” after finding an unsafely stored firearm:

We started playing with guns young…my first gun [I played with] was my friend’s father’s gun, we would just play with his guns… take them apart, put them together, cock them, you know, in the house, that’s what we would do…[Sometimes] we would get some kids [to] sneak them into the school, just to have in their backpack.

Part of respondents’ self-education involved watching firearm-related visual media, which they considered learning tools. This media included violent content depicted in video games (e.g., First Person Shooters or Grand Theft Auto), films / television programming, and YouTube videos. When asked how he learned to handle a firearm, Jason replied:

Well to be honest with you, just from watching certain movies as a kid. And then the worst thing that could ever happen was for Grand Theft Auto
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to come out...that’s when my infatuation with guns really started. I liked the sound it made and when [the animated player] was shooting... I don’t wanna sound crazy, but that shit just looked cool as fuck. Mind you, like I said I used to see that shit in movies before the video games, but the games really made you feel like you were the one doing it, you know what I’m saying?

Likewise, according to Ian, YouTube videos were his main source of firearm training, along with actually firing his own weapon. He commented:

I practice [and] I watch a lot of YouTube videos. How to blow [someone’s] face off... [how to] hold it, what to do with the gun while you’re shooting it with your friends. [I learned] from that...that’s your practice right there.

Study participants (N = 49/96.1%) also reported engaging in informal hands-on training with friends, family members, and in some cases, fellow gang members. For example, Tommy recalled being taught how to shoot by older gang members during meetings in “vacant areas” around Brooklyn. He noted:

My homies showed me how to bust (shoot) a gun, that’s really all the training I ever had or needed... It was fun because we used to do it in like vacant areas...like down at [the] Pier... when we had our gang meetings... they’d do like some cowboy shit. [Shooting at] bottles, cans, whatever we was drinking, [if] you hit [a target] they might give you $50.

Gabriel, a teenage gang member, reported learning how to shoot “in the backyard” assisted by two relatives who were New York City Department of Corrections officers. He elaborated:

I know how to hold guns...I’ve shot a gun before...stuff like that. My uncle [...] him and his wife, they both are corrections officers, so, they got guns already... So one time at like 3 in the morning, he had some type of Glock, and he was like ‘yo, hold this,’ and when we got in the backyard, he was just like, ‘shoot’... Jay also learned how to handle and clean guns from a relative:

My brother used to hold down (store) one of his friend’s guns, so it was like that’s when I first learned how to clean it...[things]like, make sure you wear gloves, [use] alcohol...never do nothing with your own hands, always use gloves...I learned that.

Respondents underscored that living in high-crime neighborhoods necessitated possessing guns. Problematic and risky firearm behaviors, however, along with a lack of proper safety training potentially contributed to the pervasive violence respondents frequently described (Ngo et al., 2019). Because most study participants lacked access to quality firearm training, they improvised through informal methods, including discharging guns in public spaces. Intentional shootings disproportionately occur when untrained individuals “play with” firearms, exacerbating gun violence in distressed communities. In the next subsection, we examine respondents’ unsafe storage practices.

3.3. I keep mine in the closet

Study participants reported that when not carrying, they stored firearms in a variety of unsecure locations (see Table 5). Respondents’ decisions regarding where to store firearms were dually motivated by the fear of someone finding it (e.g., police, parent, child, intimate partner, or sibling), and having weapons readily accessible for self-defense. Three categories emerged related to improper firearm storage practices: (a) home storage, (b) public storage, and (c) peer storage (see Table 5).

Unsafe home storage was the most common firearm storage practice among participants (17/33.3%), including keeping firearms in quasi-private spaces (e.g., closets, drawers, and under beds). When asked where he kept his gun when not carrying, Jonathan replied:

At home. Under the bed or in my closet.

Furthermore, respondents noted that their firearms were typically kept in improper containers within the home (e.g., shoeboxes, bags, laundry baskets, and coat pockets). Bryce described storing his gun in two precarious locations in his bedroom:

First, I had it in my closet. Then I moved it. I put it under my bed in a shoe box.

The storage of guns in these spaces was believed to afford study participants a certain degree of privacy, particularly respondents living with parents, children, or siblings. Decisions on where to store guns were also motivated by a desire to hide gun possession from other residents—and to a lesser extent, the police. Jay explained:

I keep mine] in the sock drawer...[but] it depends on if you got kids or anything, like my mom be looking through my room, so [sometimes] I put it under my pillow...or...in a shoe box somewhere in my room. Some people really gotta hide that shit because you might have a little one [child] running around the house and if [they] find that shit thinking that shit is a toy [something bad could happen].

As the quote above highlights, study participants acknowledged the potential dangers posed by precarious firearm storage to family members—especially adolescents.

Despite efforts to keep their guns hidden, some respondents recalled when others inadvertently found their hidden guns. The fear of future discoveries often motivated participants to relocate firearms outside of their homes.

Unsafe public storage was the second most common practice among participants (11/21.6%), including keeping guns in what interviewees referred to as “stashes.” Respondents described stashes as containers within public spaces (e.g., garbage cans in a park, alleyways between buildings, or janitor’s closets in apartment buildings) where guns could be easily hidden in plain sight. Gabriel shared that he kept his gun “in like a little cut...a little space I know nobody know about.” Similarly, Luke revealed that he kept his gun in “the park garbage or in the bushes.” The storage of firearms in public areas afforded study participants easy access if needed, while also allowing participants to elude police detection. Finally, Damon explained how he considers where and how to store firearms. He reported:

Aight say like if we all chillin’ right here and we know like the detectives like to come and just hop out on us, I’m not gon’ keep the gun [on me]. Imma put it in a trash can and imma put the trash can [far away from me]. So now if [the detectives] run up, [I can say] ‘go ahead search us...’ I’m not gon’ have nothin,’ but say if somebody we had beef with or somethin’ run up, now we gon’ run to the trash can ‘cause that’s where it’s at. We put them anywhere where you can get it off you if cops run up spontaneously...

Study participants also sought to store guns in public spaces to minimize exposing unwitting family members (or roommates) to unwelcome criminal justice system contact (e.g., police raids and warrant searches). Julian explained:

If it’s not on my person...then it’s around my area...[but] it’s not in my house, that would be dumb...some people leave it in their house...that’s dumb to me... ‘cause people’s houses be getting raided.

Unsafe storage among peers was the third practice revealed in participants’ (7/13.7%) narratives, including keeping firearms in friends’ homes or businesses. Respondents often described this dynamic as asking someone to “hold” or “hold down” their weapons. Juan remarked:

I always let somebody else hold it. I don’t like to leave [my gun] at my house because of past experiences [with the police].

Generally, respondents who tasked friends and family members with
“holding down their guns” did not always have direct knowledge regarding where firearms were actually kept. Study participants, however, were more likely to temporarily relinquish firearms to people who they fully trusted.\(^{10}\) Abdul noted:

I don’t always keep it in my house, my mom told me to take that shit outta here because of my little brother… so I be… switching it up, I take it back to my uncle’s [house], he told me anytime I need it, just come here.

Similarly, study participants who “stashed” guns with others described their behavior as “holding down guns” or keeping a gun safe until its owner reclaimed it. Respondents who held guns for others typically did so for a short period of time (i.e., a few days to a few weeks), with the expectation that it would be promptly returned to the owner. This practice was typically reserved for close friends and family members, as respondents recognized the risk of illegal gun possession. Keegan described keeping guns for his closest friend. He elaborated:

My right-hand man, whatever he wanted me to do [I would do it]. If he asked me to hold a [gun] in my house, imma hold it in my house. It was one time he had a… baby 5th (0.25) and a deuce deuce (0.22) long, I was just holding them for him… I held them for him a good two, three weeks in my house… in the closet in a black garbage bag.

In the following subsection, we illustrate how respondents shared weapons.

### 3.4. Community guns

Sharing guns among peers was another risky behavior shaped by respondents’ desire to have unfettered access to firearms (see Table 6). Respondents were acutely aware of the risks of gun victimization, as all were gun violence victims and knew at least one friend or family member who had been shot. Illegal gun ownership was considered a viable form of self-defense. Specifically, several study participants reported that “lacking” a firearm exposed members of their friendship and kinship networks to increased risk (Frey et al., 2020; Stuart, 2021).\(^{11}\) The resounding need to not be “caught lacking,” also informed their decisions to share firearms, as failing to honor requests might be perceived as disloyalty. In our sample, firearm sharing behaviors emerged in two instances: (a) “Communal Gun Ownership,” and (b) “Lending and Borrowing Guns” (see Table 6)

Community guns are jointly purchased by groups with the intention of sharing weapons (\(n = 8/15.7\%\)). Current firearm control policy is precipitated on inflating prices of illegal firearms, particularly for those who are prohibited from legal ownership (Cook et al., 2005; Cook et al., 2007).\(^{12}\) Thus, shared gun ownership lowers the price of acquiring firearms through underground gun markets, distributing the costs across group members. As a result, individuals can effectively purchase otherwise expensive guns for a fraction of the price, with cost-savings contingent on group size. Chris explained how his friends pooled their money together:

[If] we would put our money together… everyone would put $100 up then we would have a lot of money and then we would go to the person who is like connected, and you would get what you need… there was no owner… it was just, these are ours like collectively. Like if you needed it, you could get it…

Some respondents who were members of larger street gangs (Bloods, Crips, etc.) reportedly had greater access to gun caches. Access to these guns, however, was reportedly regulated by gang leaders, and “membership dues” were used to cover the cost of acquiring guns. Tommy elaborated:

[Getting a gun] is different for gangs. ‘Cause like… you would have [membership dues]… every week… Say I’m ya Big Homie, you gotta put up $100 every week. [And] the set is like a hundred deep… maybe better, right? So picture it, a hundred hundreds, probably more, you got a whole lot of guns.

Many gang-involved respondents purposely avoided “gang guns” opting to purchase their own weapons. Gabriel commented:

[If] lost of the time, people got their own guns, you feel me? Basically, after they get [their money] or whatever they go buy they own guns… or you go put up (poo money to share a gun), [the gun] would be there for when one of us wanna touch (use) it…

Respondents who reported affiliations with small street crews or cliques, asserted that their communal practices were different from those of gangs.\(^{13}\) Generally, members of small crews stated that their need for guns was not as intense as those of their gang counterparts. Members of crews stressed that they rarely “needed” their gun, and typically only carried it when they were navigating unsafe public spaces as a group (e.g., warring neighborhoods or inhospitable social settings). Javanae commented:

the funny part is that it’s a whole group of us but we only got one gun. But like we don’t be needing it like that, or if we do it’ll be when we all together with the gun. Everybody knows where’s it at if they need it though.

Sharing practices also involved lending and borrowing guns among peers, family members, and gang affiliates (\(n = 12/23.5\%\)). Similar to the norms around “holding guns,” this practice was also predicated on mutual trust and reserved for trusted allies. Lance said that he would regularly let his closest friends borrow his gun, with no preconditions or money exchanged: He observed:

I let my friends borrow it. I wouldn’t be like ‘Yo you go to rent it or ‘No I’m not lettin’ you get it.’ Like these my friends I grew up with my whole life.

\(^{10}\) Like many other criminalized gun behaviors, the choice of whom to task with “holding” a gun was predicated on mutual trust and loyalty. Respondents were emphatic that they were very discerning about whom they surrendered their guns to, largely due to fears of being reported to the police. Typically, respondents only gave guns to close friends, family members, intimate partners, and in some cases, fellow gang members.

\(^{11}\) In their analysis of Twitter data from gang-involved Chicago youth, Frey et al. (2020, p. 50) note that in urban parlance the term “lacking” “refers to being caught off-guard, unprepared, or unaware by opposing gang members.” The term can also be used to describe being caught unarmed. In his ethnography of gang-associated Black youth on Chicago’s South Side, Stuart (2021) states that catching someone “lacking” means “to confront them in non-gang-related social contexts (e.g., at work, at school, running errands with family), or engaged in non-gang-related social roles and behaviors.” The youth interviewed for this study used the term extensively to describe being caught unarmed (i.e., they caught me lacking) or catching a rival unarmed (i.e., we caught him lacking).

\(^{12}\) The federal Gun Control Act of 1968 prohibits firearm possession among a broad range of individuals, including convicted felons, undocumented immigrants, persons convicted of domestic violence, and more. Minors (i.e., individuals under 18) are also prohibited from possessing handguns unless under adult supervision.

\(^{13}\) Respondents in our sample drew a distinction between what they considered to be “real” gangs and crews or “teams.” According to our study participants, the label gang was most applicable to groups arranged around a clear hierarchical structure. Conversely, crews or “teams” were used to describe loosely structured groups of friends, family members, and neighbors who socialized in local hangouts.
Respondents also borrowed and exchanged guns to mitigate their own risk for victimization, along with those in their networks. Nick detailed how he sought to avoid feeling “naked” or unarmed. He stated:

“I’ve only bought one gun in my lifetime. One ever in life. For the rest... I’d [ask my] homie (friend) ‘Lemme hold that,’ ‘Yo lemmie get that…or they give me to me too...The people letting me hold them...were my homies. [They] just wanna see me survive, you know what I mean...you don’t want your boy out there naked (unarmed) when you know [there’s a conflict with rivals], you gotta arm him too.”

4. Conclusion

The goal of the current study was to examine the lived experiences of 51 urban Black males (between the ages of 18 and 34), who were victims of gun violence. We found that study participants’ risky firearm handling, storage, and sharing practices not only threatened their own physical safety but also, that of family, friends, and fellow neighborhood residents. While our study design may limit generalizability, respondents’ gritty accounts of recurrent, precarious firearm conduct (i.e. carelessly “playing around” with weapons) underscore the urgent need to deliver gun safety programming to high-risk (and prohibited) individuals in disadvantaged community settings. Specifically, in the hope of reducing local firearm-related fatalities and injuries, safety classes could be required as part of prosecutors’ diversion programs aimed at first-time illegal gun possessors. Combating normative views concerning unsafe firearm behaviors, especially among persons embedded within offending networks, should be prioritized by public health and criminal justice policymakers.

The vast majority of resources dedicated to addressing gun violence in disadvantaged urban settings are centered on abstinence and punishment, primarily administered through the criminal justice system. This frame is reflected in the messaging of high-profile evidence-based public health and public safety interventions such as focused deterrence and Cure Violence which implore high-risk individuals to “put down their guns” or face harsh criminal justice sanctions. Police officers working in high-gun violence settings across the U.S. are already intensely focused on “getting guns off the street,” resulting in the over-policing of disadvantaged, communities of color. The aggressive policing approach to gun violence has proven costly, harmful, and ineffective. Our findings point toward policy prescriptions that abandon abstinence and punishment mindsets in favor of preventive medicine strategies predicated on harm reduction. While we acknowledge that such a drastic policy shift might be challenging, it is not without precedent. In particular, after decades of tirelessly waging war on illicit drugs, several law enforcement agencies have recently embraced harm reduction strategies in the hope of combating another urgent, public health crisis—the opioid-related overdose epidemic.
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